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The performance and measurement accuracy of Na narrowband wind–temperature lidar systems are
characterized. Error budgets are derived that include several effects not previously reported, such as
power-dependent spectral characteristics in the frequency reference, magnetic-field-dependent oscillator
line strengths 1Hanle effect2, saturation, and optical pumping. It is shown that the overall system
uncertainty is dependent on the power, pulse temporal characteristics, and beam divergence of the laser
transmitter. Results indicate that even systems with significant saturation can produce accurate
measurements, which implies the prospect of continuous daytime wind and temperature measurements
on semidiurnal and diurnal time periods.
1. Introduction

Na narrowband-lidar techniques have been used to
measure the fine-scale structure of both tempera-
tures1–3 and winds4 near the mesopause region of the
atmosphere 1,80–105 km2. Currently, Na resonance–
fluorescence lidars5 are the only instruments that
provide measurements with high spatial and tempo-
ral resolution of the wind and temperature structure
in this region of the atmosphere, which has histori-
cally been one of themost difficult to study experimen-
tally. These data are vital to understanding overall
global energy transport and upper-atmospheric chem-
istry.6
Much of the past research has focused on system

development as a consequence of the demanding
requirements on the laser source. For routine
achievement of accurate wind and temperature mea-
surements, the laser transmitter must produce high-
energy pulses 1tens of millijoules2 that are transform
limited and have extremely stable spectral character-
istics 1,1 part in 1082. The present work expands on
the initial error budget for a Na narrowband wind–
temperature lidar system7 and includes other signifi-
cant error sources not discussed in that previous
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study. The key aspect of the current analysis is the
development of a comprehensivemodel for the absorp-
tion spectrum of Na that includes power-dependent
spectral characteristics, magnetic-field-dependent os-
cillator line strengths 1the Hanle effect2, saturation,
and optical pumping. The model provides estimates
of the sensitivity of the wind and temperature mea-
surements to various system parameters, including
the power, pulse temporal characteristics, and beam
divergence of the laser transmitter.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents a review of the narrowband-lidar technique.
Sections 3 and 4 discuss the physical sources of error
and showhow the systemuncertainty is characterized.
Section 5 discusses the results and provides general
design considerations for narrowband resonance–
fluorescence systems.

2. Na Narrowband-Lidar Technique

Narrowband Doppler lidar techniques with Na reso-
nance fluorescence have been described in several
references.7,8 We extend the previous works by start-
ing with the lidar equation for resonance lidar,5 which
describes the atmospheric response to the probing
laser beam:
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In Eq. 112, N1z, t2 is the total number of photons
detected 1photocounts2 from the volume element,
with thickness Dz that is centered at altitude z,
summed over the time interval t to t 1 Dt. The
average Na density is rNa1z, t2, and the total back-
ground noise in the signal in this time interval is NB.
C is a constant that depends on the one-way atmo-
spheric transmittance Ta and the average power of
the laser Pl, with photon energy hc@l, where h is
Plank’s constant, c is the speed of light, and l is the
laser wavelength. Backscattered photons are de-
tected by a telescope with area AR and efficiency h.
Because the concentration of absorbing atoms is low
in the mesopause, the effects of extinction are ig-
nored.
The effective-backscatter cross section, seff 1 f, T,

vR, g, I2 in Eq. 112, provides all the information about
the photon–atom scattering process. In resonance
fluorescence it is the integrated product of the atmo-
spheric-Na cross section sNa1 f 8, T, vR, I2 and the line
shape of the laser pulse g1 f 8 2 fl2 with center fre-
quency fl:

seff1 fl, T, vR, g, I2
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where T is the temperature, vR is the wind velocity,
and I is the laser intensity.
The dependence of sNa, and thus seff, on T and vR

provides the fundamental physical reference used in
the narrowband-lidar technique. Measurements of
seff at three different laser frequencies are necessary
to determine rNa1z, t2, T, and vR completely. However,
because seff also depends on the spectral and temporal
characteristics of the laser pulse, the lidar system
must be carefully designed to minimize errors that
are introduced by these sources. The goal of this
work is to characterize accurately the dependence of
seff on each narrowband-lidar system parameter and
to showhow errors in these parameters affect tempera-
ture and wind measurements.
The University of Illinois wind@temperature lidar

1W@TL2 measures seff at four different frequencies to
permit nearly independent determinations of T and
vR. For each measurement, the narrow-bandwidth
laser is tuned to excite only a small portion of the Na
absorption spectrum. Backscattered fluorescence is
collected through a telescope with a bandwidth large
enough to detect the entire Na spectrum. From the
time delay between the laser pulse and the fluores-
cence signal, a range-resolved profile of the backscat-
ter is generated. Summation of this range-resolved
signal over multiple laser pulses increases the signal-
to-noise ratio, which generates a vertical profile of the
average Na-fluorescence response. Profiles are
grouped in pairs by the laser tuning frequency, as
determined by the parameter to be extracted 1T or vR2.
The background noise NB term is then subtracted
from each profile, and the ratio for each pair is formed
by

R1z, t, t2 5
Nf1

1z, t 1 t2

Nf2
1z, t2

5
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, 132

where Nf11z, t 1 t2 and Nf21z, t2 are the signal counts at
frequencies f1 and f2 that were recorded at times t and
t 1 t. Because of the finite laser-tuning time, the
interval between successive measurements t will
always be greater than the integration time at each
frequency Dt. If the time between measurements is
small relative to perturbations in the Na density
3ra1t2 < ra1t 1 t24 and if the response is linear
3seff 1 f1, T, vR, g, I 2 < seff 1 f1, T, vR, g24, Eq. 132 be-
comes

R 5
Nf1

1z, t 1 t2

Nf2
1z, t2

<
seff 1 f1, T, vR, g2

seff 1 f2, T, vR, g2
. 142

Equation 142 is the starting point for most analyses of
Na narrowband lidars because it is no longer neces-
sary to know the absolute value of any parameter, just
it’s relative contribution.
Of the mesospheric metals, Na is preferred because

of its high concentration, large backscatter coefficient,
and relatively long chemical lifetime.9 In addition,
the spectroscopy of the Na D2 lines is well known,
with the locations of the underlying hyperfine lines
known towithin 500 kHz10 1an overview ofNa spectros-
copy is given in Appendix A2. Because Zeeman split-
ting of the hyperfine states of Na 1which is due to the
geomagnetic field2 is small compared with the line-
width of the laser pulse, we may approximate the true
Na cross section by a sum of six Doppler-broadened
transitions, each is weighted by the strength of the
corresponding hyperfine transition:

ŝNa1 f 8, T, vR2 5
1

12psD
221@2 o

i
Ai

3 exp321 f 8 2 fi 1 vR@l22

2sD
2 4 , 152

where fi is the center frequency of the hyperfine
transition with strength Ai. The Doppler-broadened
linewidth is sD

2 5 kBT@mNal
2, where kB is Boltz-

mann’s constant and mNa is the mass of a Na atom.
The term vR@l is the Doppler shift associated with the
radial-wind velocity. The cross section ŝNa1 f 8, T, vR2
given by Eq. 152 provides the physical reference for
both temperature and wind measurements and is
plotted as a function of T and vR in Figs. 1 and 2.
An analytic expression for the effective-backscatter

cross section may be obtained if the laser line shape
g1 f 2 is approximated by a Gaussian with rms line-
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width srms:

ĝ1 f 2 5
1

12psrms
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2srms
24 . 162

The integration of Eq. 122 is now analytic and yields an
approximate form ŝeff for seff that depends only on srms
and not on the detailed line shape g1 f 2:

ŝeff 1 fl, T, vR, srms2 5
1

12pse
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where se
2 5 srms

2 1 sD
2. Although the measured line

shape is not exactly Gaussian, Eq. 172 provides an
excellent approximation when srms 9 sD that is
suitable for the analytical determination of the rela-
tive error contributions 1see Section 32.
Once the functional form of ŝeff is known, the

optimal frequency operating point Q for f1 and f2

Fig. 1. Linear absorption backscatter cross section of the Na D2

line as a function of frequency for several temperatures. As the
temperature increases, the ratio 1RT 5 Nfc@Nfa2 of the backscatter
from two frequencies fc and fa increases and thereby provides a
discriminant for the determination of the temperature.

Fig. 2. Absorption backscatter cross section of the Na D2 line as a
function of frequency for two radial-wind velocities. For radial-
wind velocities toward the receiver, the ratio of the backscatter
from two frequencies f1 and f2 that are shown in the figure
decreases.
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depends on the type of measurement. For accurate
temperatures, f1 and f2 are chosen such that RT is a
sensitive function of T at the temperature operating
point QT, i.e., ≠RT@≠T 0QT is large, and is insensitive to
radial winds, i.e., ≠RT@≠vR 0QT is small. An examina-
tion of Fig. 1 shows that the optimal choice for QT is
frequencies at the maximum and local minimum of
sNa, where the temperature dependence of RT is
largest. At each of these two points, the cross sec-
tion is relatively insensitive to radial-wind fluctua-
tions. We denote these frequencies by fa near the
peak of the D2a resonance and fc near the midpoint
between the D2a and D2b resonances. As the Na
temperature increases, sNa broadens and the ratio of
the backscatter coefficients RT 5 Nfc@Nfa increases.
These frequencies are near optimal and are chosen
because absolute frequency markers with large dis-
criminants can be generated at these locations through
the use of Doppler-free spectroscopy 1see Appen-
dixA2.
Radial-wind velocities are determined by the mea-

surement of the Doppler shift of the Na atoms along
the beam path. A positive wind component towards
the laser, vR, shifts the absorption spectrum of the
atmospheric Na by 2vR@l, where l is the laser
wavelength. The minus sign arises because, for a
fixed laser frequency and vR . 0, photons from the
laser interact with an absorption spectrum that is
downshifted in frequency with respect to the zero-
wind spectrum. The maximum variation in RW oc-
curs for measurements taken on each side of the D2a
resonance, at f1 and f2. As the velocity increases
toward the laser 1vR . 02, the ratio of returns RW1

5

Nf1@Nf2 decreases. Conveniently, the cross section
in these regions is also relatively insensitive to tem-
perature variations. Ignoring the contribution of the
D2b feature and using the analytic expression for the
absorption cross section 3Eq. 1724, we find that the
optimal frequencies are f6 5 fa 6 Œ2sD.7 The actual
frequencies used for the W@TL system are f6 5 fa 6

600 MHz. These were chosen because they can be
generatedwith a commercial Fabry–Perot interferom-
eter.
As previously mentioned, measurement of the cross

section at only three frequencies 1 fa, f1, and fc2 is
sufficient to determine both the radial-wind velocity
and the temperature. For a system based on this
three-frequency technique 1W22, the wind ratio is
RW2

5 Nf1@Nfa. W2 is more sensitive to tempera-
ture errors than the first wind measurement 1W12
technique 1i.e., ≠RW2

@≠T 0QW2
. ≠RW1

@≠T 0 QW1
, where

QW1
and QW2

are the operating points2, butW2 is being
investigated because fewer measurements are re-
quired for each wind–temperature sequence and be-
cause frequency tuning may be done on a shot-to-shot
basis with an acousto-optic cell,11 which reduces the
errors caused by density fluctuations.
Although the frequencies for the measurements

have been determined with an approximate line shape,
the ratio R in Eq. 142 that is used in data analysis is



calculated with the measured line shape g1 f 2 and
becomes a function of only T and vR. A look-up table,
which is generated with R1T, vR2, provides the inverse
functions T1RT, vR2 and vR1RW, T2. Because these in-
verse functions are coupled, an initial guess vR0 is
made for vR, and the temperature is calculated from
T1RT, vR 5 vR02. This temperature T0 is then used to
determine vR, from the other look-up table,
vR1RW, T 5 T02. Multiple iterations may have to be
performed until vR and T converge.

3. Determination of sNa

Accurate measurements with the narrowband tech-
nique require exact knowledge of the Na-backscatter
cross section. In general, sNa must be determined
from the solution to the density matrix that includes
all 24 Zeeman states. However, we may use the
approximate cross section of Eq. 152 if we carefully
choose the strengths of the six transitions. In this
section, we discuss two physical mechanisms: the
Hanle effect and saturation. They determine the
coefficients Ai in Eq. 152. Their contribution to the
overall measurement uncertainty will be discussed in
Section 4.

A. Hanle Effect

When an atom is placed in a magnetic field, B, it is
convenient to represent all electronic wave functions
with respect to an axis along the magnetic field.
Atoms then absorb radiation in one of three polariza-
tions defined with respect to B. A p photon 1which
indicates linear polarization along the magnetic field2
excites transitions between Zeeman substrates with
the same magnetic quantum number m 1see Appen-
dix A for a description of the Na eigenstates2, while a
s6 photon 1circularly polarized perpendicular to B,
where the minus sign denotes right-circular polariza-
tion and the plus sign denotes left circular polariza-
tion2 excites transitions in which Dm 5 61. Thus
the p and s6 polarizations form a basis set to describe
the polarization of the absorbed and the emitted
radiation.
During the resonance–fluorescence process, the

magnetic field interacts with occupied atomic states
to change their states of polarization. This interac-
tion takes place by means of a v 3 B term 1where v is
the velocity of the electron2 and causes a precession of
the harmonic oscillator and a change of polarization of
each Zeeman–substate transition.12 This results in
a change in the emitted-radiation pattern from its
zero-magnetic-field value. Because we are inter-
ested only in backscattered radiation, these changes
in radiation patterns can be represented as changes
in the relative oscillator strengths of the six hyperfine
lines, for which we define each Ai as a sum over the
corresponding Zeeman transitions. In the meso-
pause region above the UrbanaAtmospheric Observa-
tory 1UAO2, the declination of the Earth’s magnetic
field is nearly zero and the inclination is 70° 1declina-
tion is defined as the clockwise angle between geo-
graphic north and the projection of the magnetic field
onto the horizontal plane; inclination is defined as the
downward angle between the projection of
the magnetic field onto the horizontal plane and
the magnetic field2. Computations discussed in
AppendixAyield the relative oscillator-strength ratios
for the case of vertical transmission and recep-
tion at UAO as 5:5.49:2:15.64:5:0.98 as opposed to
5:5.5:2:15.68:5:0.98 for the zero-magnetic-field case.
Ignoring the Hanle effect through the use of the
spatially averaged oscillator strengths 15:5:2:14:5:12 in
data analysis introduces a temperature bias of 1.4 K
and a radial-wind-velocity bias of 0.7 m@s.

B. Saturation and Optical Pumping

For large pulse intensities, the intensity dependence
of sNa becomes important because single atoms no
longer respond in the linear fashion that is assumed
for the calculation of the transition strengths de-
scribed above. Saturation and optical-pumping ef-
fects must be included to determine the true Ai for use
in Eq. 152.
In the low-intensity limit, the laser pulse excites

one of the six hyperfine transitions and causes elec-
trons from one of the ground states to populate the
corresponding upper state. The upper state then
decays back to one of the ground states in an average
period that is determined by the upper-state lifetime.
Saturation occurs when another photon causes stimu-
lated emission of the electron in the upper state and
thus removes the stimulated photon from natural
decay, which effectively reduces the upper-state life-
time. This stimulated emission occurs along the
outgoing beam and decreases the backscatter cross
section. In addition, occupation of an upper state
decreases further absorption into that state and re-
sults in a reduced effective-backscatter cross section.
As the laser intensity increases, these two effects can
cause a systematic measurement error, because each
of the six transitions that compose the Doppler-
broadened line shape saturates at a different intensity.
In addition, saturation ismore pronounced for narrow-
linewidth pulses because the energy of the laser is
distributed over fewer transitions.
Finally, if the linewidth of the outgoing pulse

1,125 MHz FWHM for the W@TL system2 is smaller
than the separation of the two ground-state mani-
folds 1,1.8 GHz2, the pulse can induce transitions
from each individual ground state. Optical pumping
occurs when the excited atoms relax to the opposite
ground state 1see Appendix A2. As direct equaliza-
tion between the two ground states in the atmosphere
is negligible,12 optical pumping reduces the density of
atoms available to absorb the incoming laser radia-
tion, which reduces the effective-backscatter cross
section. For example, when the pulse is tuned to the
D2a peak, atoms excited from the f 5 1 state can relax
back to the f 5 2 state 1see Fig. 7 in Appendix A2.
Once in the f 5 2 state, atoms cannot return to the f 5
1 state 1the direct transition is negligible on the time
scale of the interaction and the pulse is spectrally too
narrow for excitation back out of the f 5 2 state2.
20 January 1995 @ Vol. 34, No. 3 @ APPLIED OPTICS 483



Therefore, these atoms are removed from further
absorption. In the limit in which almost all the
atoms exist in the f 5 2 state, the f 5 1 state is
completely bleached and no further absorption can
occur from the f 5 1 ground state. Laser pulse
lengths that are shorter than the lifetimes of the
excited states do not suffer from optical-pumping
effects because no significant shift in the ground-state
population can occur. As the laser pulse length
increases, the error induced by optical pumping be-
comes more significant.
Saturation effects have been considered by several

groups.13,14 A rate-equation simulation of atomic Na
is discussed inAppendix B; it uses a realistic temporal
pulse envelope and a Gaussian transverse spatial
distribution to compare the true Na response with an
extrapolation of the low-intensity, linear response.
To simplify computations, one may replace the actual
temporal and spatial functions with rms quantities,13
although this method was not employed in this analy-
sis.
Figures 3 and 4 show the general trends for satura-

tion- and pumping-induced errors as functions of the
outgoing beam characteristics. Figure 31a2 shows
the percent saturation at the backscatter peak fa as a
function of the pulse energy for a fixed pulse duration
of 7 ns 1rms2. Figure 31b2 shows the effects of a
change in the pulse duration for a fixed energy 1100
mJ@pulse2. Note that a 100-mJ pulse that produces
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5% saturation if the pulse is 7 ns long will only
produce 0.5% saturation if the pulse length is 100 ns
long, which emphasizes the importance of the use of
low peak power systems. However, saturation can-
not be reduced to zero with an increasing pulse length
because of the increased importance of optical pump-
ing. Minimum saturation is approximately 0.3% for
100-mJ pulses with a duration greater than 600 ns.
Figure 41a2 plots the percent saturation for a 7-ns

1rms2 pulse at both fa and fc for two pulse energies 135
mJ and 100 mJ2 as a function of the outgoing beam
divergence. The relative errors at fa and fc increase
concurrently, which indicates that the ratio RT may
be relatively insensitive to saturation. To confirm
this, Figs. 41b2 and 41c2 show the effect of saturation on
the relative error in the ratio DR@R and on the
absolute error for the same parameters used in Fig. 3.
On the left-side vertical axis in Figs. 41b2 and 41c2 is
DR@R, the relative error from saturation. On the
right-side vertical axis is the absolute error if we
derive temperatures and wind velocities using the
low-intensity cross section 1the calculation of abso-
lute error is discussed in the next section2. It is
important to remember that, although individual
profiles can have large relative errors that are due to
saturation effects 3as shown in Fig. 41a24, the overall
relative error in the ratio and the absolute error 3Figs.
41b2 and 41c24 are significantly diminished because
Fig. 3. 1a2Deviation from linear response 1percent saturation2 as a function of the total pulse energy for a 1-mrad, 7-ns rms pulse. Details
of the calculation are presented in Appendix B. The calculated points are represented by the filled and open circles. The curves are
drawn to aid the viewer. 1b2 The same as in 1a2 except that the pulse energy is held at a constant 100mJ and the independent variable is the
pulse duration. The limit of the response at ,0.3% for pulses longer than 600 ns is caused by optical-pumping effects.



Fig. 4. 1a2 Percent saturation as a function of divergence at fa and fc for two pulse energies 135 mJ and 100 mJ2 for a 7-ns rms pulse.
1b2 Temperature error for the same parameters as given for Fig. 3. The y axis on the left-hand side of the figure shows the relative error in
the ratio DRT@RT. The right-hand-side y axis shows the temperature error determined with the values in Table 2. 1c2Wind-velocity error
for both wind-measurement techniques 1W1 andW22 for the same parameters given for Fig. 3.
both terms in the ratio have approximately the same
functional dependence on the intensity.

4. System Characterization

Whereas the previous section discussed errors that
are due to imprecise calibration of sNa, this section
presents the properties of the measurement process
that reduce the accuracy of derived temperatures and
wind velocities. These errors can result in both
systematic errors 1which are due to incorrect absolute
frequency calibration or incorrect laser line shape2
and random errors 1which are due to laser frequency
jitter, shot noise, and atmospheric-density fluctua-
tions2. These system errors are then converted to
temperature and wind errors by the use of differen-
tials of the corresponding ratio. Although the analy-
sis quotes specific numbers for the W@TL system, the
procedures are general and can be applied to a variety
of resonance–fluorescence systems.

A. Systematic Error

1. Absolute Frequency Calibration
Accurate knowledge of the absolute laser frequency is
essential to both temperature and wind-velocity mea-
surements. For example, a frequency-calibration off-
set of 5 MHz will introduce a 0.5-K error in derived
temperatures and a 3-m@s error in derived wind
velocities for the W@TL system. Of all the indepen-
dent system parameters, the error associated with
the absolute frequency of the outgoing beam is the
hardest to ascertain. The absolute frequency refer-
ence in the W@TL system uses the Doppler-free
features of a Na-vapor cell to control the frequency of
20 January 1995 @ Vol. 34, No. 3 @ APPLIED OPTICS 485



a cw ring dye laser. Because the pulsed dye ampli-
fier that generates the outgoing pulse is seeded by the
dye laser, the frequency accuracy of the vapor-cell
response is transferred to the pulse.
With nonlinear Doppler-free spectroscopy, the dou-

blet nature of Na provides two convenient frequency
markers at fa and fc with frequency discriminants
much greater than those obtainable with linear ab-
sorption spectroscopy 1seeAppendix B2. For accurate
measurements, these markers must be referenced to
the linear backscatter cross section sNa, which is
measured in the atmosphere.
The Doppler-free cross section of Na differs consid-

erably from its linear counterpart for several reasons.
First, Doppler broadening is greater in the vapor cell
because the Na-vapor density and temperature are
considerably larger than in the atmosphere. Second,
the D2a and D2b resonances show Lamb dips owing to
saturation effects, and a resonance enhancement
1called the crossover2 occurs midway between the D2a

and D2b lines as a result of concurrent excitation from
both ground states. Because the Lamb dips and
crossover are caused by nonlinear effects, they change
shape as the laser intensity varies. These intensity-
dependent spectral features of the vapor cell can be a
significant source of frequency error.
To assess the error associated with improper abso-

lute frequency calibration, a rate-equation simulation
of the nonlinear vapor-cell response that incorporates
the six hyperfine states is used to model the Doppler-
free frequency response from which absolute frequen-
cies can be determined. A full description of the
simulation is provided in Appendix B. Correlation
between measured and simulated Doppler-free re-
sponses provides an absolute frequency-calibration
estimate within 62 MHz. It is shown in Subsection
4.C that the laser’s frequency-calibration error does
not dominate the total system error.

2. Line-shape Measurement
The outgoing laser line shape g1 f 2 influences the
derived temperature and wind velocities because the
effective-backscatter cross section seff is the inte-
grated product of the Na cross section sNa and the line
shape g1 f 2. Therefore, discrepancies between the
line shape used in data reduction and the true line
shape introduce temperature andwind-velocity errors.
In addition, as the spectral width of g1 f 2 increases, the
sensitivity of the technique 1≠RT@≠T 0QT2 decreases
from convolutional averaging; this result stresses the
importance of the use of narrow-bandwidth pulses for
the transmitter.
The line shape of the outgoing laser pulse is

determined bymeasurement of the spectral content of
the pulse with a narrowband étalon 1with a free
spectral range of 2 GHz and a finesse of 2002 and a
boxcar integrator. As the étalon is scanned through
the pulse line shape, the boxcar provides samples of
the pulse spectral content that are integrated over
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multiple laser shots. After deconvolving the trans-
mission characteristics of the étalon 110MHz FWHM2,
the measured line shape g1 f 2 is used to calculate seff ,
and the lookup tables for the inverse functionsT1RT, vR2
and vR1RW, T2 are generated. For error analysis, g1 f 2
is fitted by a Gaussian with rms width, srms. This
fitted rms width 1,60 MHz for the W@TL system2 is
then used in Eq. 172 to determine ŝeff .
It has been noted that the pulse line shape must be

measured on a regular basis because the outgoing
spectral characteristics can change significantly with
laser alignment.7 The rms linewidth uncertainty,
which is caused by routine realignment of the ampli-
fier between line-shape measurements, is estimated
to be 64 MHz.

B. Random Error

1. Jitter
The random uncertainty associated with laser and
electronic jitter will vary from system to system. To
quantify the laser and electronic jitter for the current
system, tuning feedback data are accumulated from
the vapor cell and the Fabry–Perot interferometer
that produces f6 for the wind measurements. After
they have been converted to frequencies with the
calibrated vapor-cell and interferometer responses,
the mean and variance of these data determine laser
jitter for each profile and over the entire night.
Figure 5 shows a typical trace for the stability of the
peak frequency fa for the W@TL system over the night
of 17 January 1993 at UAO 1other nights are similar2.
Table 1 shows the standard deviation sj for each
tuning location taken from the data. Over the whole
night, the standard deviation is less than 2.2 MHz for
each tuning location.

2. Density Fluctuations
One of the key assumptions to the use of Eq. 142 for the
determination of R is that the density varia-
tions over a measurement interval are small
3rs1t2 < rs1t 1 t24. In practice, density variations intro-
duce errors into the temperature and wind measure-
ments because the apparent backscatter coefficient
changes between profiles. The resulting relative er-
ror is a function of the integration time Dt and the
distance z from the centroid of the Na layer and may

Fig. 5. Measurement of the jitter at fa for the night of 17 January
1993 at the UAO in Urbana, Illinois.



be written as15

DR1z, t2

R
<

1

Trms

12pDt2

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

2417ra2821@2,

182

where s0 is the rms thickness of the unperturbed Na
layer 1,4.2 km2,H is the atmospheric scale height 1,6
km2, z0 is the layer centroid height 1,92 km2, g is the
ratio of specific heats 11.42, Trms is the wave-field
correlation time, and 7ra28 is the variance of the
relative atmospheric perturbations. We note that
weighted averaging can significantly reduce the den-
sity fluctuations given by Eq. 182.16 We present both
the derivation of Eq. 182 and the forms for reducing the
error by averaging inAppendix C.

3. Shot Noise
Shot noise ultimately limits the measurement accu-
racy of any photon-counting systembecause no amount
of system design can remove the statistical nature of
the photon-detection processes. The physics of the
photon-counting process are well known, and for the
ratio-calculation technique that we used, DRT@RT, the
change in the ratio as a function of the number of
photons at the peakNfa is given by

7

DRT

RT
<

1

1Nfa
21@2 11 1

1

RT
2
1@2

19a2

where RT < 0.28 at the operating pointQT.
Through a similar technique, the shot-noise error

for the two wind measurements can also be expressed
in terms ofNfa:

DRW1

RW1

<
1

1Nf1
21@2 111

1

RW1
2
1@2

5
1

1Nfa
21@2 1

RW1

RW2

1
1

RW2
2
1@2

<
1

1Nfa
21@2 1

2

RW2
2
1@2

, 19b2

DRW2

RW2

<
1

1Nfa
21@2 111

1

RW2
2
1@2

, 19c2

where RW1
< 1 is used in Eq. 19b2 to facilitate compari-

son of the techniques.

C. Error Calculations

Through the use of differentials of the ratios and Eq.
172, uncertainties in system parameters can be con-

Table 1. rms Jitter Measurements at fa for the University of Illinois
Wind-Temperature Lidar for the Night of 17 January 1993

Location f 1MHz2 sj 1MHz2

f2 21238 1.22
fa 2638 1.48
f1 238 1.45
fc 232 1.41
verted into uncertainties in derived temperatures and
radial-wind velocities.
The backscatter ratio used to derive temperature

errors is

R̂T1 fa, fc, T, vR, srms2 5
ŝeff 1 fc, T, vR, srms2

ŝeff 1 fa, T, vR, srms2
, 1102

and the two ratios for wind-velocity errors are

R̂W1
1 f2, f1, T, vR, srms2 5

ŝeff 1 f1, T, vR, srms2

ŝeff 1 f2, T, vR, srms2
, 1112

R̂W2
1 fa, f1, T, vR, srms2 5

ŝeff 1 f1, T, vR, srms2

ŝeff 1 fa, T, vR, srms2
. 1122

The derivatives of each of these ratios with respect to
each of the system parameters are

≠R̂

≠x
5 R̂3

ŝeff81 f12

ŝeff 1 f12
2

ŝeff81 f22

ŝeff 1 f22 4 , 1132

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect
to x and x is one of the following: 5 f1, f2, T, vR, srms6.
Note that to determine analytic expressions for these
ratios, we have used the approximate expression for
the effective-backscatter cross section, ŝeff.
By evaluation of the differential at the operating

point, errors that are introduced by shot noise, den-
sity variations, and saturation can be calculated.
For example, the temperature error DT that is associ-
ated with an error in the ratio DR is given by

DT 5 DRT

≠T

≠R̂T
0
QT

5
DRT

R̂T
3ŝeff81 fc2

ŝeff 1 fc2
2

ŝeff81 fa2

ŝeff 1 fa2 4
21

0
QT

.

1142

Similar expressions can be derived for wind-velocity
errors.
Uncertainties that are due to other system param-

eters can be calculated by ratios of partial derivatives
atQ. For example, the variation in derived tempera-
ture DT with respect to a change in the wind velocity
DvR is

DT 5
≠R̂T

≠vR@≠R̂T

≠T 0
QT

DvR, 1152

and the variation in derived wind velocity DvR with
respect to a change in the temperature DT is

DvR 5
≠R̂W

≠T @≠R̂W

≠vR 0
QW

DT. 1162

The derivatives and their magnitudes have been
evaluated for an operating point Q 1T 5 200 K, vR 5 0
m@s, fa 5 2638 MHz, fc 5 232 MHz, f2 5 21238
MHz, f1 5 38 MHz, and srms 5 60 MHz2 and are
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Table 2. Ratio Ra Calculated with Eqs. A7B and A10B–A12B, Measurement Errors, and Derivatives b Calculated with Eq. A13B for Wind
and Temperature Differentials

Temperature
Differentials

Wind Differentials

W1 W2

Ratio R RT 5 0.281 RW1
5 1.07 RW2

5 0.460
Calculated with Nfc@Nfa Nf1@Nf2 Nf1@Nfa

Error DT 5 118
DRT

RT

DvR 5 116
DRW1

RW1

DvR 5 262
DRW2

RW2

Derivatives
≠T

≠fa
5 0.0002

K

MHz

≠vR
≠f2

5 0.327
m@s

MHz

≠vR
≠fa

5 0.0004
m@s

MHz
≠T

≠fc
5 0.102

K

MHz

≠vR
≠f1

5 0.262
m@s

MHz

≠vR
≠f1

5 0.570
m@s

MHz
≠T

≠srms
5 0.115

K

MHz

≠vR
≠srms

5 0.0101
m@s

MHz

≠vR
≠srms

5 0.146
m@s

MHz

≠T

≠vR
5 0.174

K

m@s

≠vR
≠T

5 0.0874
m@s

K

≠vR
≠T

5 1.27
m@s

K

aFor an operating point Q with T 5 200 K, vR 5 0 m@s, fa 5 2638 MHz, fc 5 232 MHz, f2 5 21238 MHz, f1 5 38 MHz, and srms 5 60 MHz.
bMagnitudes of derivatives with respect to the other system parameters.
summarized in Table 2. Note that these derivatives
depend on the operating point and thus must be
recalculated for each system. For example, a 20%
increase in these values will yield an ,40% increase
in the estimated number of photons required 1from
shot-noise error calculations2 to maintain the same
signal-to-noise ratio.
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Table 3 shows the effect of frequency, linewidth,
density variation, and saturation on temperature and
wind measurements for the W@TL operating point.
From Tables 2 and 3, temperature and wind errors
are plotted as a function of beam divergence on the
right-hand-side y axis of Figs. 41b2 and 41c2.
If all error sources are independent, the total
Table 3. Magnitude of Wind- and Temperature-Measurement Errors for Each System Parameter and Measurement Technique a

System Parameter

Source
Uncertainty Temperature

Uncertainty
1K2

Wind-Velocity
Uncertainty

Temperature Wind
W1

1m@s2
W2

1m@s2

Frequencyb

Df2 2.36 MHz 2.36 MHz 0.77
Dfa 2.49 MHz 2.49 MHz 0.0002 0.0004
Df1 2.47 MHz 2.47 MHz 0.65 1.45
Dfc 2.45 MHz 2.45 MHz 0.26

Lindwidth
Dsrms 4 MHz 4 MHz 0.46 0.04 0.58

Density 1at altitude2c

84 km 0.122% 0.122% 0.14 0.14 —
92 km 0.025% 0.025% 0.03 0.03 —
100 km 0.07% 0.07% 0.08 0.08 —

Saturation
35 mJ pulse and beam divergence of
1.0 mrad 0.02% 0.005% 0.024 0.005 0.013
0.5 mrad 0.08% 0.02% 0.095 0.023 0.052
0.1 mrad 0.7% 0.37% 0.83 0.43 0.97

100 mJ pulse and beam divergence of
1.0 mrad 0.6% 0.01% 0.071 0.012 0.026
0.5 mrad 0.19% 0.06% 0.23 0.070 0.16
0.1 mrad 0.9% 0.56% 1.1 0.65 1.5

Wind error for temperature 1 m@s 0.017
Temp error for wind 1 K 0.087 1.27

aBlank entries occur because only two frequencies are used to determine each system’s measurement.
bCalculated with Df 5 1sj

2 1 sc
221@2 sj jitter error 1see Table 12 and a sc calibation error of 2 MHz.

cCalculated for Dt 5 60 s with weighted averaging through the use of vc 5 5 min for columns 1 and 2 1seeAppendix C for details2 and Dt , 1
s, causing negligible error, for column 3.



system uncertainty without shot noise stotal is the rms
sum of all the individual uncertainty sources si.

stotal 5 1o
i

si
22
1@2

, 1172

where si
2 are the variances of the individual error

sources. The results for the W@TL system are sum-
marized in Table 4. Using Eqs. 19a2–19c2, we can then
determine the total number of photons Nfa that must
be detected at frequency fa such that the shot-noise
error is no larger than the rest of the system error.
These values are also given in Table 4. For tempera-
ture measurements, the large signal required for the
shot-noise uncertainty to be comparable to the rest of
the system uncertainty indicates that the current
system is shot-noise limited for temperatures and
nearly shot-noise limited for winds.

5. Discussion

The most remarkable feature illustrated by the data
in Table 3 is the insensitivity of the temperature and
wind measurements to saturation effects. Although
each of the individual lines can have significant
saturation 3shown in Fig. 41a24, the overall error that
is due to saturation is smaller than one might expect.
This relative insensitivity has one very important
implication: Present systems are limited to night-
time operation because of large daytime background
counts. To reduce the daytime noise counts, beam
expanders are typically used to reduce the divergence
of the outgoing beam, which allows the receiver to use
a smaller field of view and thus reduces the back-
ground counts. However, decreasing the divergence
increases the beam intensity at the Na layer, and, to
date, daytime measurements have not been at-
tempted because of concerns about saturation.
Examination of Fig. 142 and Table 3 shows that a
0.5-mrad divergence 1an ,23 beam expansion for a
1-mr beam2 produces almost no added error in the
measurements, yet it will decrease the background
counts by a factor of ,4. The saturation-induced
error for a 103 beam expansion of a 100-mJ beam
produces a temperature error of only 1.1 K and a wind
error of less than 1 m@s 1depending on wind tech-
nique used2, which is comparable to the rest of the
system error. These results imply that semidiurnal
and diurnal wind and temperature meaasurements
are possible without a significant increase in the
overallmeasurement error. Note, however, thatmea-
surements of the Na density 1which use the absolute
strength of the cross section2 will be in error when
saturation occurs.
A comparison of the errors for the two wind tech-

niques shows that the present wind technique 1W12 is a
nearly symmetric measurement about fa and is much
less sensitive to frequency and temperature errors
than the second technique 1W22, which relies on a
nonsymmetric measurement. This is particularly
evident in the sensitivity of W2 to temperature errors
3,1.3 1m@s2@K4. This strong dependence of the wind
velocity on the temperature implies that several
iterations between the two lookup tables T1RT, vR2 and
vR1RW2

, T 2 would need to be performed for self-
consistent results.
The W2 technique does have a distinct advantage

over W1 because one can significantly reduce density
variations without averaging if the laser can be tuned
on a shot-to-shot basis. Thus, although W2 is not as
accurate as W1 at the peak of the Na layer, it has the
potential to be insensitive to density variations and
thus can provide a more accurate measurement over
the entire layer with a greater temporal resolution.
These errors can be significantly reduced if the data
are postprocessed,16 but they cannot be eliminated.
In addition, no effort was made to optimize the
frequency used for the wind measurement for the W2
technique. Optimizing this frequency should de-
crease the measurement sensitivity to temperature
that is the major component of the overall error.

6. Conclusion

A systematic method for the determination of the
accuracy of resonance–fluorescence lidar systems has
been presented. Furthermore, a general procedure
to determine the backscatter cross section that incor-
porates intensity, divergence, and magnetic-field ef-
fects was developed and applied to a specific system.
For Na narrowband resonance–fluorescence lidar sys-
tems, significant saturation can occur, but the system
will still yield accurate measurements, which leads to
the prospect of daytime wind and temperature mea-
surements to detect semidiurnal and diurnal effects.
The sensitivity of the W@TL system to errors is
critically dependent on the choice of the operating
point and can vary widely for the same system at
differing operating points. Current operational sys-
tems are nearly shot-noise limited for both tempera-
Table 4. Total System Error for Each Measurement Technique and the Number of Photons Required to Produce the Same Error as the
Total System Error a

Pulse
Characteristics

Temperature Uncertainty Wind Uncertainty

Error in T
1K2 Nfa

Error inW1

1m@s2 Nfa

Error inW2

1m@s2 Nfa

35 mJ and 1 mrad 0.53 ,226,000 1.01 ,12,400 2.01 ,53,900
35 mJ and 0.5 mrad 0.54 ,226,000 1.01 ,12,400 2.01 ,53,900
100 mJ and 1 mrad 0.53 ,226,000 1.01 ,12,400 2.01 ,53,900
100 mJ and 0.1 mrad 1.22 ,43,000 1.2 ,9,300 2.51 ,34,600

aCalculated for 7-ns pulses at 92 km with Dt 5 60 s.
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tures and winds when weighted-averaging techniques
are used to minimize errors from density fluctuations.
Acousto-optic techniques are being developed that
can reduce these errors without one’s having to resort
to averaging; such developments should provide the
potential for better temporal resolution.

Appendix A: Summary of Na Spectroscopy

To understand saturation and optical-pumping effects
in Na, it is necessary to understand the electron
eigenstates and allowed transitions that form the Na
D2 line. The D2 line of the Na emission has a
nominal wavelength of 589.158 nm and is formed by
transitions from the 3P3@2 excited state to the 3S1@2
ground state. It has a natural lifetime tNa of 16.40 6
0.03 ns and an oscillator strength of 0.63576 0.0011.17
When hyperfine interactions from nuclear–electron
spin coupling are included, each of these two states is
split. The 3S1@2 ground state splits into two levels
separated by 1771 MHz, with total angular momen-
tum quantum numbers of f 5 1, 2 1see Fig. 62.
Because the 3P3@2 upper state has higher angular
momentum, it splits into four hyperfine states, with
total angular momentum quantum numbers of F 5 0,
1, 2, 3. Finally, the geomagnetic field will Zeeman–
split each hyperfine state into 2F 1 1 substates.
Each Zeeman substate is designated by its magnetic
quantum number mF, where 2F # mF # F. For the
magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field over Urbana,
Illinois, the Zeeman separation is at most 1.6 MHz.
Of the 1431 possible transitions, only 54 satisfy the

selection rules for dipole radiation: DF , 2, DmF ,
2, and if DF 5 0 then DmF fi 0.18 Although transi-
tions of higher order are possible, the strengths of

Fig. 6. Energy levels that compose the Na D2 transition. Num-
bers preceded by ‘3’ indicate the magnifications of the energy
difference.
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these transitions are negligible compared with the
dipole terms.19
The geomagnetic field provides each atom with a

preferred axis of orientation along the field lines, and
this leads to a definite polarization structure for the
atoms. Transitions for which DmF 5 0 emit along the
axis of orientation 1p2; transitions for DmF 5 11 emit
clockwise circular polarization along the axis 1s12;
transitions forDmF 5 21 emit counterclockwise circu-
lar polarization along the axis 1s22.
Exact treatment for arbitrary excitation, detection,

and polarization must include all 24 states and 54
transitions through a density-matrix approach.
Often, assumptions can be made that reduce the
complexity of this approach. In the atmosphere, the
excitation beam is spectrally broad with respect to the
spread of the Zeeman states. In addition, it contains
a nearly uniform combination of all three polarization
states. Under these conditions, Zeeman levels may
be grouped by their total angular momentum quan-
tum numbers, f or F. Transition strengths for each
group are determined by summation over the indi-
vidual Zeeman transition strengths 1which are deter-
mined by the Hanle effect2. The states and transi-
tions defined under this approximation are shown in
Fig. 7.

1. Doppler-Free Features in Na Vapor

The Na-vapor cell was fabricated by placement of
solid Na into an evacuated glass tube. After the cell
was sealed, a temperature-dependent equilibrium
forms between Na in the solid phase and that in the
vapor phase. The concentration of Na vapor in the
cell at equilibrium is determined by the temperature
of the cell and the vapor pressure of Na: higher
temperatures increase the concentration of sodium
vapor. For low levels of laser excitation, this vapor is
in thermal equilibrium with the walls of the cell.
To understand the spectroscopy of this vapor, it is

convenient to discuss the response for each individual
velocity ensemble within the Boltzmann distribution.
First, examine the excitation for a general ensemble
with nonzero velocity in the positive z direction. As
the frequency of the counterpropagating laser beams
is swept through the Na resonance, the beam travel-
ing in the positive z direction will interact with each of
the six hyperfine transitions of this ensemble, but,
because the ensemble is moving with velocity vz in the
direction of light propagation, the fluorescence in the
laboratory 1rest2 frame is downshifted from the zero-
velocity fluorescence by vz@l. The response of this
velocity ensemble that results from the other beam is
similar, except that the response is now upshifted by
vz@l. Thus, each velocity ensemble will, in general,
generate 12 narrow spikes of fluorescence, with en-
sembles of higher velocity responding farther away
from the zero-velocity transition frequencies. Be-
cause we have no way of distinguishing the response
from individual velocity ensembles, we detect the sum
of the fluorescence of all velocity ensembles, weighted
by the Boltzmann distribution of each ensemble.



Fig. 7. Six-transition model used for the vapor-cell calibration and saturation simulations. The number of the transition is shown in
boldface. The relative oscillator strength in the absence of a magnetic field is shown in parentheses. Upper states are designed by the
total angular momentum quantum number F, and ground states are designated by f.
Except for the factor of 2 that results from two beams
1instead of one2, this sum would generate the usual
linear cross section described by Eq. 152.
The above description is true for most velocity

ensembles in the vapor cell. However, some velocity
ensembles will have special excitations. For the
stationary velocity ensemble, no Doppler shift will
occur, and, if properly tuned, both probing laser
beams excite transitions from the same ground state.
If the intensity of each of these two beams is strong
enough, the ground state will be depleted, and the
fluorescence response for this velocity ensemble will
be reduced from the linear value. This effect will
appear as Lamb dips in the linear fluorescence spec-
trum that are centered around the zero-velocity tran-
sition frequencies 1both beams excite the same transi-
tion2 and around the midpoints between these
transitions 1the beams excite different transitions
from the same ground state2. Finite transition and
laser linewidths serve to blend these dips, which
forms the Doppler-free features at fa and fc. Our
description is further complicated by the fact that
each transition saturates according to its strength,
which implies that a numerical simulation is neces-
sary to fully describe the Doppler-free features.
One more special excitation exists. Some en-

sembles of atoms will have a z velocity such that
atoms interacting with that beam are upshifted to one
of the D2a transitions, while the same set of atoms
interacts with the other beam downshifted to a D2b
transition 1and vice versa2. For this ensemble, atoms
are simultaneously excited from both ground-state
manifolds. Hence, optical pumping cannot occur and
the fluorescence is increased. This process gener-
ates the crossover feature around the midpoint be-
tween theD2a andD2b resonances.

2. Hanle Effect

The Hanle effect is the depolarization of the radiation
characteristics of an atom in the presence of an
external magnetic field. An external magnetic field
B creates an axis of symmetry for the atom 1z axis in a
spherical coordinate system2. Propagation of the out-
going laser field is denoted by k̂, and the general
elliptic polarization state is then described with re-
spect to a set of polarization axes u0 and f0, as shown
in Fig. 8, where f0 is confined to the x–y plane. This
special coordinate system will be referred to as the
natural coordinate system to differentiate it from the
laboratory system in which the measurements are
defined.
For an accurate representation of the Na fluores-

cence, one must solve a rate equation for the density
matrix of the excited states rmm8 of the scattering
process20 given by

drmm8

dt
5 2i3V, r4mm8 2 o

m1m18

Gmm8

m1m18rm1m18
1 Fmm8,

1A12

where V is the energy operator of the interaction
between the atom and the external magnetic field, G
describes the relaxation 1emission2 process, and Fmm8

describes the excitation 1absorption2 of the atoms by
the external light source. This equation may be cast
into a more useful form 1separating the geometry,
symmetry, and selection rules from the dynamics of
the density matrix2 if we expand the equation in terms
of spherical irreducible tensor operators.21 The re-
sulting rate equation for each component of the
density matrix is

drq
k

dt
5 iµBgqBrq

k 2 gkrq
k 1 Fq

k, 1A22

where µB is the Bohr magneton, g is the Landè g
factor for the excited state, and B is the geomagnetic-
field strength. The term r0

0 is proportional to the
population of the excited level, rq

1 are dipole terms
and are proportional to the average value of the qth
circular component 1defined in the same manner as
the spherical polarization vectors given below2 of the
total angular momentum of the excited atoms, and rq

2
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are quadrupole terms. The indices have the ranges 0
# k # 2 and 2k # q # k such that higher-order terms
are neglected. We obtain the solution to Eq. 1A22 by
using the following assumptions:

1. The incident light bandwidth is much broader
than the Zeeman splitting of the excited state 1geomag-
netic Zeeman splitting for the F 5 3 state is 1.6 MHz2.
2. Excitation occurs only from the various ground-

state sublevels.
3. Interference terms between sublevels of the

excited state and nondiagonal elements of the ground-
state density matrix are neglected.
4. The magnetic field is weak.
5. The sublevels of the ground state are equally

populated.
6. The receiver response is broad with respect to

the full sodium resonance.

With these assumptions, the scattered field for each
hyperfine transition is given by22

RfF1ê, û, B2 5 R01212I2f2J08AfF3 f 43F42

3 5
J F I

f J0 16
2

o
k,q

1212k1q5
1 1 k

J J J086

3 5
J J k

F F I65
1 1 k

F F f 6
3 F2q

k 1ê2Fq
k1û211 1 iqgFµBtB@"221,

1A32

where R0 is a constant proportional to the reduced
matrix elements 01J6d6J020201J6d6J08202, AfF accounts for
different excitation rates for each hyperfine transi-
tion, 3 f 4 ; 2 f 1 1, J and J08 are the total spin quantum
numbers of the upper and lower states 13@2 and 1@2
respectively2, I is the nuclear spin quantum number
13@22, 5? ? ?6 denotes the Wigner 6j symbol, ê and û are
the polarization unit vectors of the exciting and
detected light, respectively, gF is the Landè g factor for
the excited state 12@32, t 5 16.40 6 0.03 ns is the
lifetime of the Na atom, B is the geomagnetic-field
strength in tesla, µB is the Bohr magneton and is
9.27408 3 10224 J T21, and " 5 1.054589 3 10234 J s.
The F terms in Eq. 1A32 are a modified version of those
given by D’Yakonov20:

Fq
k1ê2 5 1212q12k 1 121@2 o

q1q2

1212q2êq1êq2*

3 3
1 1 k

q1 2q2 2q4 , 21 # q1, q2 # 1,

1A42

where êq is the expansion of the polarization vector in
terms of the spherical polarization basis vectors given
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by

ê61 5 7
1

Œ2
1x̂ 6 iŷ2, s6 polarizations,

ê0 5 ẑ, p polarization. 1A52

For the general elliptic polarization shown in Fig. 8
we have

ê 5 cos gx̂8 1 i sin g ŷ8, 2p@4 # g # p@4,

x̂8 5 cos bû0 1 sin bf̂0, 0 # b # p,

ŷ8 5 sin bû0 1 cos bf̂0, 1A62

where g 5 0 corresponds to linear polarization and
g 5 6p@4 corresponds to circular polarization. For a
wave propagating in the direction 1u, f2, as defined
above,

û0 5 cos f cos ux̂ 1 sin f cos uŷ 2 sin uẑ,

f̂0 5 sin f x̂ 1 cos fŷ.

Finding the projection of ê on the basis vectors that
are defined in Eq. 1A52we obtain

ê61 5 7
1

Œ2
3cos b1cos g cos u 7 sin g2

2 i sin b1sin g cos u 7 cos g24exp16if2,

ê0 5 21cos g cos b 2 i sin g sin b2sin u. 1A72

Thus F can be written as

F0
01ê2 5 21@Œ3,

F0
11ê2 5 1@Œ2 sin12g2cos u,

F61
1 1ê2 5 71@2 sin12g2sin u exp16if2,

F0
21ê2 5 21@Œ651 2 13⁄2231 1 cos12b2cos12g24sin21u26,

F61
2 1ê2 5 61@2531 1 cos12b2cos12g24cos u

6 i sin12b2cos12g26sin u exp16if2,

F62
2 1ê2 5 1@25cos12b2cos12g2 2 11⁄2231 1 cos12b2cos12g24

3 sin21u26 i sin12b2cos12g2cos u6exp16i2f2.

1A82

Fig. 8. Geometry for the coordinate transformation required to
determine the Hanle effect.



Normally lidar receivers are unpolarized. An unpo-
larized receiver is the sum of two orthogonal polariza-
tions. Taking the sum of Eq. 1A82 for 1b, g2 and for
1b 1 p@2, g2 gives the following solution for the re-
ceiver-geometry dependence in the natural system:

F0
01û2 5 22@Œ3, F0,61

1 1û2 5 0,

F0
21û2 5 22@Œ631 2 3@2 sin21ur24

F61
2 1û2 5 6sin1ur2cos1ur2exp16ifr2,

F62
2 1û2 5 21@2 sin21ur2exp16i2fr2. 1A92

Thus the polarization terms in the solution for a
linearly polarized transmitter and an unpolarized
receiver are

F0
01ê2F0

01û2 5 2⁄3,

F0,71
1 1ê2F0,61

1 1û2 5 0,

F0
21ê2F0

21û2 5 11⁄3231 2 13⁄22sin21ur2451 2 13⁄22

3 31 1 cos12b24sin21ut26,

F71
2 1ê2F61

2 1û2 5 211⁄22sin1ur2cos1ur2sin1ut2

3 531 1 cos12b24cos1ut2 7 i sin12b26

3 exp36i1fr 2 ft24,

F72
2 1ê2F62

2 1û2 5 211⁄42sin21ur25cos12b2 2 11⁄22

3 31 1 cos12b24sin21ut2 7 i sin12b2

3 cos1ut26exp36i21fr 2 ft24. 1A102

We must now obtain the angles u, f, and b that
were defined for the natural coordinate system of Fig.
9 in terms of the corresponding angles in the labora-
tory coordinate system. Referring to Fig. 9, we take
a geographical 1east, north, and vertical2 system and
define themagnetic unit vector b̂ to make an angle I1
p@2 with the vertical axis v̂ and an angle D with the
north axis n̂. The propagation vector k̂ makes an
angle x with the vertical axis and an angle C with the
east axis. In a manner completely analogous to the
definition of the polarization-vector rotation angle in

Fig. 9. Relation of k̂ and b̂ to geographical coordinates.
the natural coordinate system we define the corre-
sponding angle a. Then we can rotate the coordi-
nates through the Euler angles 32D, 21I 1 p@22, 04 to
put b̂ on the z axis. This gives a rotation matrix

Vn 5 3
cos D 2sin D 0

2sin D sin I 2cos D sin I 2cos I

sin D cos I cos D cos I 2sin I
4Vl,

1A112

which is to be applied to the vectors k̂, b̂, and p̂.
We can now use vector relations to obtain expres-

sions for the desired angles. The angle u is found
from cos u 5 k̂ · b̂. f̂0 is given by f̂0 5 k̂ 3 b̂@sin u2.
Because f̂0 is perpendicular to b̂, it is easy to show
that sin f 5 x̂f̂0. Finally, because f0 is perpen-
dicular to k̂, we can show that sin b 5 p̂f̂0.
At the University of Illinois laser radar installation

the magnetic field in the vicinity of the vapor cell has
a declination of 240° 1measured at the location of the
vapor cell2, an estimated inclination of 70°, and an
estimated field strength of 56.6 µT.23 If we normal-
ize the oscillator strengths to the f 5 1, F 5 0
transition with a value of 2 1as this transition does
not depend on the magnetic field2, the relative
oscillator strengths are obtained with the ratios
5:5.5:2:15.68:5:0.98, when the magnetic field is zero.
The results of the above analysis for the west-going
beam into the Na-vapor cell for vertical and horizon-
tal polarizations gives the relative oscillator strengths
shown in Table 5. It is important to note that these
values will vary from location to location, including
locations in the atmosphere. With these same
computations, the atmospheric oscillator-strength
ratios over Urbana have been determined to be
5:5.48:2:15.64:5:0.98. If ignored, these changes re-
sult in a derived temperature bias of 1.4 K and a
derived wind-velocity bias of 0.7 m@s. The computa-
tions shown in this section must be recomputed for
each lidar site, beam direction, and polarization for
which this technique is used because of the large
variations inmagnetic-field direction around the globe.

Appendix B: Simulations

To properly calibrate the vapor cell and assess the
effects of saturation and optical pumping in the
atmosphere, one must use a model for the sodium D2
line. A rate-equation approach is valid for pulse
lengths of the order of the transition lifetime 1,16 ns2.

Table 5. Relative Oscillator Strengths for a Beam Traveling West
through the Vapor Cell

Transition Horizontal Vertical Ratio 1H@V 2

1 5 5 1
2 5.76 5.19 1.11
3 2 2 1
4 16.55 14.62 1.13
5 5 5 1
6 0.97 0.99 0.98
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For pulse durations significantly less than this 1high
peak intensity2, a density-matrix approach must be
used owing to the importance of Rabi oscillations.24,25

1. Six-Level Rate Equations

If the spectrum of the exciting light is broad with
respect to the Zeeman splittings and if it comprises a
uniform mixture of p, s1, and s2 polarizations, the
24-state model of the Na atom D2 resonance can be
approximated by the six-state model discussed in
Appendix A. The rate equations that describe a
single position and velocity ensemble of atoms under
this model are

dNF0

dt
5 j31t21Nf1

2
gF0
gf1

NF02 2
NF0
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2

1NF0
2 02
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,
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2
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2
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2
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. 1B12

In these equations, Nx1t, vR, r2 represents the fraction
of the population in state x at time t for the ensemble
of atoms with radial velocity vR and lateral position r,
where the functional dependence was suppressed for
brevity. For Appendix B, the use of the term vR
denotes both the radial-wind velocity in the atmo-
sphere and the velocity of the Na atoms within the
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vapor cell. The degeneracy of state x is gx, and jy1t2,
which is the excitation for this ensemble, is given by

jy1t, vR, r2 5
1

hf e dfsy1 f 2I11 f, t, vR, r2. 1B22

The lifetime of each transition ty is related by the
strength of transition y, Sy, to the lifetime of the D2
resonance by

ty 5 tNa
o Sy

Sy

. 1B32

The single fitted parameter tC is related to the rate at
which atoms cross the area of the beam. It repre-
sents a replenishing rate of atoms entering the beam
from the surrounding equilibrium. In the atmo-
sphere, the beam radius is large compared with
expected horizontal wind velocities, and tC = `.
The line shape of each transition, sy1 f 2, is Lorentz-

ian:

sy1 f 2 5
1

4pE0

pqe2

mec
Sos

Sy

o Sy

1

2p

Dfy

1 f 2 fy22 1 1Dfy2 2
2
,

1B42

where fy is the center frequency of transition y and Sos
is the fraction of the unit oscillator strength for the
entire D2 line. The spectral FWHM of each transi-
tion is determined by

Dfy 5
DvFWHM

2p
5

1

typ
. 1B52

The excitation intensity I11 f, t, vR, r2 will vary with
different excitations but is assumed to be Gaussian
both spectrally and spatially with a time dependence
f1t2. For a single beam, the excitation intensity will
be

I11 f, t, vR, r2 5
1

12p21@2sr1z2
exp12 0r02

2sr
21z221

1

12p21@2s1
2

3 exp52 3 f 2 1 f1 1 f0
vR
c 24

2

2s1
2 6f1t2.

1B62

Here the lateral beam width sr
21z2 is defined in terms

of the full angle divergence u by

sr1z2 5 s0 1 z
u

2
. 1B72

In the vapor cell, the second term in Eq. 1B72 is
ignored. Spectrally, the excitation has rms width s1



centered at the laser tuning frequency f, which is
Doppler shifted by 2vR@l. For cw excitation, the
intensity time dependence f1t2 is only the spatially
integrated beam intensity. The pulse excitation is
the total energy in the pulse E multiplied by a
normalized temporal function that represents the
temporal pulse shape. For the pulse shape assumed
in this work, the pulse-intensity time dependence is13

f1t2 5 E
t

2tr2
exp52 t2

4tr26 , 1B82

where tr is defined in terms of the rms pulse length as

tr 5
Dtrms

12 2 p@221@2
. 1B92

These rate equations are used to simulate both satura-
tion and optical-pumping effects in the atmosphere,
as well as the Doppler-free spectroscopy of the vapor
cell. We note that, although a specific temporal
envelope is used, the results are relatively indepen-
dent of the pulse shape as long as rms values are
used.13

2. Saturation and Optical Pumping in the Six-Level Model

Typically, saturation effects are described with atoms
that have only two energy levels. When an atom
that is originally in the ground state is excited at the
transition frequency, the probability of the atom being
in the ground state is reduced while the probability of
the atom being in the upper state is increased. This
reduces the probability for the atom to absorb another
photon and causes a bleaching of the absorption.
Moreover, the finite probability of the atom being in
the upper state increases the probability of stimu-
lated emission. This is particularly deleterious to
resonance lidars because the stimulated photon trav-
els along the excitation beam, i.e., travels opposite to
the direction of the detector. These nonlinear effects
depend on the intensity of the beam at the Na layer.
Because atmospheric transmittance may vary, it is
difficult to ascertain the exact intensity of the beam at
the layer, which in turn makes determination of the
layer saturation difficult.
When an atom with multiple ground states is

excited with a narrow-bandwidth source, optical
pumping can also serve to reduce the effective-
fluorescence cross section 1see Subsection 3.B2.
To determine the percent saturation for a given

pulse in the atmosphere, Eq. 1B12 is solved for each
velocity ensemble and each location in the beam
under the assumption of isolated conditions 1tC = `2.
The excitation intensity is computed with Eqs. 1B62–
1B92. The total saturated response is computed from
the results of all ensembles as

RSat1 f12 5 e dvR e dr e dt o
x

NFx
1t, vR, r2

tFx

, 1B102
where tFx is the parallel combination of all decay from
state Fx. The linear response is determined in simi-
lar fashion except that the lower-state populations,
Nf1 andNf2, are held constant at a Boltzmann distribu-
tion for the duration of the simulation. Saturation is
defined as the percent decrease in the saturated
response compared with the linear response.

3. Vapor-Cell Simulation and Absolute Frequency
Calibration

The Doppler-free fluorescence response of Na vapor is
produced by simultaneous excitation of the vapor
with two counterpropagating beams, which produces
the Doppler-free features shown in Fig. 10. This
introduces two terms into the excitation intensity, one
for the leftward-traveling beam, the other for the
rightward-traveling beam. The driving excitation
then becomes

jy1vR, r2 5
1

hf e dfsy1 f 23I11 f, vR, r2 1 I11 f, 2vR, r24.

1B112

The vapor-cell fluorescence response may be deter-
mined from the steady-state solutions of Eqs. 1B12.
Solutions are computed for all positions and velocity

Fig. 10. 1a2 Data for the model of the Na Doppler-free features
compared with the experimental data. 1b2 Expanded view near
peak fa. 1c2 Expanded view near the crossover fc. The fit between
the experimental data and themodel provides calibration to within
62 MHz.
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ensembles to determine the total fluorescence:

Fluorescence1 f12 5 e dvR e dr o
x

NFx
1vR, r2

tFx

. 1B122

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the experi-
mental fluorescence response and the response deter-
mined from the simulation through the use of Eqs.
1B12–1B112. Figure 101a2 shows the entire fit. Fig-
ures 101b2 and 101c2 show the detail within the peak
and the crossover transitions, from which the abso-
lute laser frequency can be determined to 62 MHz.
The only free parameter in the simulation is tC, the
beam traversal rate, which was chosen to minimize
the difference between the vapor-cell simulation and
its measurements.
The difference in the background fluorescence near

the D2b peak is from the lack of an equilization term
between the two ground-statemanifolds that is caused
by the collisional and boundary effects within the
vapor cell. Without this term, the simulation tends
to overestimate the effects of optical pumping for the
D2b peak, which decreases the overall fluorescence
relative to what is experimentally measured. Dis-
crepancies also exist within the Doppler-free features
shown in Figs. 101b2 and 101c2. These differences are
probably due to the relatively broadband excitation
that is assumed in the six-state model. The cw laser
that excites the vapor cell has an rms linewidth of
approximately 500 kHz. This linewidth is narrower
than the separation of the individual Zeeman split-
tings of the hyperfine transitions and leads to the
necessity of a more accurate model of the vapor-cell
response that uses the full 24-state description of the
Na atoms.24 Finally, the best-fit result for tC was
approximately 1 order of magnitude larger than was
expected for the cell temperature and beam diameter;
this result reflects that several effects that are not
included in this model are important for exact agree-
ment. However, the six-level rate-equation simula-
tion is sufficient because the absolute laser frequency
error does not dominate the total system error.
Once the absolute laser frequency is known, an

automated tuning algorithm defines the four lock
frequencies from the Doppler-free features of the
vapor cell and a 0.5-m confocal Fabry–Perot interfer-
ometer. The frequency fa is defined to be the point at
which the vapor-cell response rises above the mini-
mum of the D2a Lamb dip on the high-frequency side
by 15% of the depth of the dip 3see Fig. 101b24. The
frequency fc is defined to be at the point at which the
vapor-cell response drops to 85% of its maximum
value on the high-frequency side of the crossover
feature 3see Fig. 101c24. Each time a wind measure-
ment is made, a Fabry–Perot interferometer with a
spectral range of 150 MHz is tuned through four
reconance peaks to produce the 600-MHz shift from fa
to generate f1 and f2. The fitted data yield absolute
frequencies for the tuning algorithm of fa 5 2638 6 2
MHz, fc 5 232 6 2 MHz, f1 5 21238 6 2 MHz, and
f2 5 238 6 2 MHz.
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Appendix C: Derivation of Density Variations

Here we present a derivation of the effects of density
variations on temperature and wind measurements.
We start with a modified form of Eq. 132

R1z, t, Dt2 5
Nf1

1z, t 1 Dt2

Nf2
1z, t2

5
seff 1 f12rs1z, t 1 Dt2

seff 1 f22rs1z, t2
,

1C12

that suppresses the functional dependence of seff on
the various system parameters and replaces the
measurement interval t by the integration time Dt.
This approximation is valid as long as the dead time
that is required between profiles to write the data and
to tune the laser is much less that the integration
time Dt, as it is in our W@TL system. The density
profile rs1z, t 1 Dt2, may be written as

rs1z, t 1 Dt2 5 rs 1 rs8, 1C22

where rs is the mean density profile and rs8 is a
perturbation from the mean over the time interval Dt.
The functional dependence of both terms has been
suppressed for clarity. Using Eq. 1C22 in Eq. 1C12, we
can write the ratio as

R < R11 1
rs8

rs
2 , 1C32

where R is the mean ratio and the variation from the
mean is

DR

R
<

rs8

rs

, 1C4a2

or

R8 < rs, 1C4b2

where R8 5 DR@R is the relative perturbation in the
ratio caused by density fluctuations and rs 5 rs8@rs is
used to be consistent with Ref. 15. Equations 1C4a2
and 1C4b2 are equivalent to Eq. 1202 of Ref. 1.
The relative perturbations in the Na density rs can

be related to the relative atmospheric perturbations
rawith5

rs 5
1

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

24ra, 1C52

where ra 5 ra8@ra, s0 is the rms thickness of the
unperturbed Na layer 1,4.2 km2, H is the atmo-
spheric scale height 1,6 km2, z0 is the centroid height
1,92 km2, and g is the ratio of specific heats 11.42.
With Eqs. 1C42 and 1C52, the relative change in the
ratio R8 is given by

R81z2 <
1

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

24ra. 1C62



The temporal dependence of the relative perturba-
tion in the ratio R8 is determined through the use of
differentials. For example, the perturbation in a
time interval Dt is given by

DR81z, Dt2 <
1

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

24
≠ra
≠t

Dt.

1C72

To find the variance of these perturbations, we square
both sides of Eq. 1C72, take the expectation, and
multiply and divide by the expectation of the square
of ra, 7ra28:

73DR81z, Dt2428 < 7ra28
Dt2

1g 2 122
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

242

3 371≠ra≠t 2
2

8@7ra284 . 1C82

The last term in square brackets on the right-hand
side of Eq. 1C82 is vrms

2, the rms temporal frequency
3see Eq. 1382 of Ref. 154. It is related to the rms
temporal period Trms by Trms 5 2p@vrms. The rms
temporal period Trms represents the time over which
the random wave field is correlated. For times less
than Trms, the random fluctuations are small.
Rewriting Eq. 1C82 in terms of Trms and taking the

square root of each side we obtain

A73DR81z, Dt2428B1@2 <
1

Trms

12pDt2

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

24

3 17ra2821@2. 1C92

The correlation time Trms and variance of the rela-
tive atmospheric perturbations 17ra2821@2 have been
experimentally measured and the yearly mean values
are Trms 5 44 min, and 17ra2821@2 5 5.6%.15 Note that
there is a significant seasonal dependence of these
values. Table 6 shows the relative error as a func-
tion of integration time Dt and the altitude when the
yearly mean values are used. Relative errors as
large as 10% occur for 1-min integrations at the
bottom side of the layer.

Table 6. Magnitude of the Percent Relative Density Error a as a Function
of z and the Time Between Profiles Dt

Dt

z

84 km 88 km 92 km 96 km 100 km

10 s 1.60 0.968 0.333 0.301 0.936
30 s 4.81 2.90 1.00 0.904 2.81
60 s 9.62 5.81 2.00 1.81 5.62

aRelative density error 3DR81Dt242 calculated with Eq. 1C92 for
parameter values s0 5 4.2 km,H5 6 km, z0 5 92 km, g 5 1.4, Trms 5

44 min, and 17ra2821@2 5 5.6%.
Optimal averaging can significantly reduce the
density fluctuations for both temperature and wind
measurements that are calculated with Eq. 1C92.
Using a temperaturemeasurement as an example, we
write R8 in terms of weighted density profiles16

R81Dt2 5 rsp 2 rsc, 1C102

where

rsp

5
ars1t 2 2Dt2 1 rs1t2 1 ars1t 1 2Dt2

1 1 2a
, 1C112

rsc

5
brs1t2 3Dt21 rs1t2 Dt21 rs1t1 Dt21 brs1t1 3Dt2

2111 b2
.

1C122

The coefficients a and b 1a 5 3@10 and b 5 1@152 are
chosen to equalize the weighted profiles up to terms in
1Dt24. The weighted densities then differ by sixth-
order and higher terms, with the most significant
error term given by

R81Dt2 <
1Dt26

32

≠rs6

≠t6
. 1C132

We now rewrite Eq. 1C132 in terms of the relative
atmospheric perturbations using Eq. 1C52:

R81z, Dt2 <
1Dt26

32

1

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

24
≠ra6

≠t6
,

1C142

To estimate the derivative of the atmospheric density
fluctuations, we square both sides of Eq. 1C142, take
the expectation, and rewrite the temporal derivative
in terms of the temporal power spectral density Fa1v215

as

73R81z, Dt2428 < 31Dt2
6

32 4
2 1

1g 2 122
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

242

3
1

2p e
f

vc

v12Fa1v2dv, 1C152

where the lower limit of integration on the power
spectral density corresponds to the inertial frequency
f 1,35 h2, and the upper limit vc corresponds to the
filter cutoff used during data processing, which takes
on a maximum value of N, the buoyancy frequency.
Using a model temporal power spectral density of the
form26

Fa1v2 5 2p
f

v2
7ra28, 1C162
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we find that the relative error in the ratio after
averaging is

A73R81Dt2428B1@2 < 17ra2821@21 411
f

vc
2
1@2

31vcDt2

2 4
6

3
1

1g 2 12
31 2 1z 2 z02gH@s0

24.

1C172

A comparison of Eq. 1C172with Eq. 1C92 shows that the
reduction in the density error for a temperature
measurement that used the weighted-averaging pro-
cedure is

32pDt

Trms
4@1 411 f

vc
2
1@2

31vcDt2

2 4
6
. 1C182

If vc 5N5 2p@5min 1the buoyancy frequency2 is used,
then f 5 2p@35 h 1the inertial frequency2, and the
parameters from Table 6 are used, the reduction in
the density error varies from ,75 for Dt 5 1 min to
.2000 for Dt , 30 sec. Similar expressions can be
derived for wind measurements. The values calcu-
lated in Table 6 are scaled by the factor given in Eq.
1C182 and listed in Table 3.
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